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From fuel tax and toll to electronic road pricing
1130 Lunch

1200 Welcome. By Director Gunnar Lindberg, TØI

1215 Why do we need a new road tax system? By Lasse Fridstrøm, TØI

1245 Challenges in the implementation of road pricing in Norway. By Trond Foss, SINTEF

1315 Pricing kilometres in the Netherlands. By Henk Meurs, Radbout Universiteit/MuConsult

1400 Coffee

1415 Comments invited from government agencies

1445 The proposed road charging system for heavy freight vehicles in Sweden. By Jan-Eric Nilsson, VTI

1515 Ambitions and opportunities for Norwegian technology providers. By Roar Norvik, SINTEF

1530 General discussion, with comments invited from stakeholders

1615 Conclusion

1630 End
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Outline
1. The stupidity of road toll
2. The shortcomings of the fuel tax 
3. The blessings of the vehicle purchase tax
4. The menace of greening transport
5. The fata morgana of marginal cost road pricing
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1. The stupidity of road toll
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Jules Dupuit (1804-1866)
French civil engineer working for 
Corps de ponts et chaussées
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please meet Jules Dupuit. An engineer  working for the French Public Roads Administration, who in 1844 published an article on how to measure the utility of public works. Such an exercise had never been done before.I mean, engineers had no problem in calculating the cost of a road or bridge, with a moderate margin of error, based on experience. But how should one assess the benefit of it, so as to know if the cost was worthwhile?  
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Willingness-to-pay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He made a thought experiment. He said: suppose I have this bridge, and I ask everybody the maximum amount they would be willing to pay to cross the bridge. Then I sort the answers from high to low willingness to pay. Here, e. g., is the most willing citizen. He is prepared to pay 1000 sou, or pesetas, or escudos, or whatever. Say 1000 Eurocents, i.e. € 10 in today’s currency. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second most lavish citizen pays almost as much.
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Willingness-to-pay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the third, fourth and fifth – a gradually decreasing amount. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I plot all the citizens’ ansers, it looks like this. 
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Willingness-to-pay

The demand curve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The demand curve! It s nothing but an ordering of all potential buyers according to their maximum willingness to pay!
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Willingness-to-pay The demand curve

Time and fuel
costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, suppose that for every person, there is 300-cent cost attached to crossing the bridge. There is, e. g., a time cost (it takes 10 minutes to cross) and a fuel cost, same cost for everyone. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, I can hear your objections. Fuel costs in 1844? Well we have to imagine this kind of fuel. Or this. Because the fast mode of transport at the time looked like this. Or this. It was long before we had super modern means of transport such as this. Or this. In fact, the most popular mode of travel at this time was this. And I have to admit that what Dupuit had in mind was indeed – a pedestrian bridge.But let’s not get hung up in details.  
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Konsumentoverskuddet 
Consumer surplus

Willingness-to-pay The demand curve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the cost of crossing is 300 cents, then only 44 people will cross. For the 45th person, the cost will exceed his subjective utility of crossing, as measured by his willingness to pay. Those who do cross, however, receive a subjective benefit which is higher, in may cases several times higher, than what they pay. The sum of all these individual excess benefits is what has become known as the consumer surplus. It is the central concept of modern cost-benefit analysis. Without knowing, this French engineer became one of the most important economists that ever lived. He laid the foundation of cost-benefit analysis, or economic appraisal. 
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Willingness-to-pay The demand curve

Toll

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, what happens if I, in order to cover my expenses in constructing the bridge, I set out to charge people for using it. Let’s say I charge a toll of 100 cents. 
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Loss of benefit

Willingness-to-pay The demand curve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then another 6 people stop using the bridge. The consumer surplus shrinks by an amount corresponding to the red area. 
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Deadweight loss
(foregone benefit)

Cash expenditure

Willingness-to-pay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, the extra money paid by the people who continue using the bridge, shown in red here, is just money changing hands. The expense of the bridge users corresponds to a revenue for the bridge owner.  But the gray area is not recovered by anyone. It has been become known as the deadweight loss. It represents a benefit that society could have had, but never did have. 
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A fairly flat learning curve
When we charge a toll on a road or bridge or tunnel with free-

flowing traffic, we reduce its benefit to society and hence its
social profitability. We waste part of the project’s dividend. 
This insight from Dupuit (1844) has had 173 years to seep into 

the minds of Norwegian planners and policy makers. 
Annual road toll revenue in Norway amounts to more than 

NOK 10 billion > € 1 billion. It is increasing and will soon 
surpass the fuel tax revenue. 
Why waste part of the benefit from new roads? 

Aren’t Norwegian roads unprofitable enough?    
 In addition to the utility loss, some 10 per cent of the revenue 

is lost to toll collection costs and administration. 
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Do we need 79 tolling points in and around Oslo…?

Source: Aftenposten, 11 October 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another stupid thing about tolling is that it isn’t related to distance. You pay if you happen to cross the toll cordon, otherwise not. In all fairness, now that the Oslo toll is differentiated by time-of-day and vehicle emissions, it does some good, in smoothing out congestion peaks and reducing air pollution. 
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… or some 40-50 in rural Norway?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But that is not case of the 50 some tolling stations in rural Norway. They represent sheer economic loss, and a rather unnecessary one.    
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2. The shortcomings of the fuel tax
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So much for the tolling craze around here. Now to the fuel tax.
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The purpose of fuel tax…

…is to internalise marginal external costs, 
i. e. to make the polluter pay. 

Ifølge særavgiftsutvalget (NOU 2007:8) er drivstoffavgiftene
‘bruksavhengige motorvognsavgifter som skal prise 
samfunnsøkonomiske kostnader ved bruk av kjøretøy’.
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€ 1 = NOK 9.35
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External costs of road wear, accidents, noise, 
local pollution, snow clearance and congestion
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Source: Thune-Larsen, Klæboe, Veisten & Rødseth  
(2016) (TØI report 1307)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My colleagues have made a very detailed and thorough assessment of the external costs of road transportation. They distinguish between various types of vehicles and various traffic environments. Costs due to GHG emissions are not included.   Let’s start with the rural context. As reckoned per liter of fuel, small diesel trucks have about three times as high a marginal external cost as the gasoline car. 
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External costs of road wear, accidents, noise, 
local pollution, snow clearance and congestion

23
Source: Thune-Larsen et al. (2016) (TØI report 1307)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In smaller towns ( < 100 000 inhabitants), the cost is up to 3-4 times higher than for the same vehicle on rural roads. As reckoned per liter of fuel consumption!
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External costs of road wear, accidents, noise, 
local pollution, snow clearance and congestion
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Source: Thune-Larsen et al. (2016) (TØI report 1307)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And in large cities, the factor rises to more than 6. 
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Source: Thune-Larsen et al. (2016) (TØI report 1307)

External costs of road wear, accidents, noise, 
local pollution, snow clearance and congestion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, under congested conditions, the small diesel truck costs society about 36 times more, per liter of fuel, than the gasoline car on a rural road.  
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External costs of road wear, accidents, noise, 
local pollution, snow clearance and congestion

26
Source: Thune-Larsen et al. (2016) (TØI report 1307)

_ Road use tax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But they pay roughly the same amount in tax per liter of fuel. In fact, the gasoline car pays more than the truck. 
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External costs of road wear, accidents, noise, 
local pollution, snow clearance and congestion

27
Source: Thune-Larsen et al. (2016) (TØI report 1307)

_ Road use tax

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I don’t know if you are familiar with this brilliant document from the European Commission. Did you know that is was written by Gunnar Lindberg, our present Director, who just gave me the floor? Would you say that what I have just told you, is an example of fair and/or efficient pricing in transport? I guess NOT. I say – the learning curve seems to be still fairly flat.    It is hard to escape the conclusion that in reality, the fuel tax does hardly anything but bringing revenue into the public treasury.  
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Retail price in Norway 2015: € 418 000,
of which €  59 291 value added tax (VAT)

€ 121 841 purchase tax

3. The argument for ‘engangsavgiften’ –
the one-off purchase/registration tax)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let me make a little digression. We’re not going to spend much time today on the Norwegian one-off vehicle registration tax, as intriguing as it may be. But let me just explain to you why it is not as stupid as you may think. How do you like my car? It cost me € 418 000, of which around € 60 000 in VAT and €120 000 in registration tax. 
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The purpose of the one-off vehicle purchase tax…

…is to collect revenue for the government, while also taking 
into account environmental, safety and equity effects. 

Ifølge særavgiftsutvalget (NOU 2007:8) har  
‘Engangsavgiften […] først og fremst til formål å skaffe staten 
inntekter. Avgiften skal imidlertid også ivareta hensynet til miljø 
og sikkerhet. Gjennom en progressiv satsstruktur er det videre 
lagt vekt på fordelingshensyn.’ 
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Purchase tax on new passenger cars in Norway 2017

30As of October 12, 2017, € 1 = NOK 9.35.

CO2, 
curb weight, 
engine power
and NOx 
components are
compounded.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CO2 component is negative below 75 gCO2/km. It gets subtracted from the weight and NOx components, until zero – but not below! BEVs are exempt! Also of VAT!
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Tax ownership or use?
In favor of taxing use:
No external costs arise when car is parked (?)
External costs increase with mileage and fuel use.

In favor of taxing ownership/purchase:
Choice of car model determines emissions 15-20 years ahead, 

no matter who later owns the car.
Decision (not) to own a car determines family members’ 

trip frequency, destination choice and mode choice: 
The most basic decision regarding household travel behavior 
and climate footprint.
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Car ownership and use: two sides of the same coin

32
Source: Steinsland et al. (2016) (TØI report 1463,  underlying calculations)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you don’t believe me, look at this. Persons with access to a car not only travel 5-10 as much by car – they also travel twice as much – period. Of course, there is a chicken-and-egg issue here. People with a high travel demand may choose to get themselves a car.At any rate, car ownership and use are closely linked. One could almost say they are one.  
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Tax ownership or use?
Use:
No external costs arise when car is parked (?)
Marginal external costs increase with mileage and fuel use.

Ownership/purchase:
Choice of car model determines emissions 15-20 years ahead.
Decision (not) to own a car determines family members’ 

trip frequency, destination choice and mode choice: 
The overarching decision bearing on household travel behavior 
and climate footprint.
 It works! Consumers care more about large, upfront cash 

expenditures than about smaller, future annual costs. 
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Type approval (NEDC) and real-world emissions from new cars

Sources: OFV, ICCT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While there is practically no real improvement in new cars’ emission rates in EU28, in Norway it is coming down at tremendous speed. The NEDC rate is down to 84 gCO2/km in the first 9 months of 2017.  
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Average on-the-road emissions – passenger cars

35Source: TØI report 1518/2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The real CO2 emission rate of the Norwegian passenger car fleet will be halved between 2015 and 2028-2031. 
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4. The menace of dwindling tax revenue
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Policy goal: ‘disruptive’ 
ultra-low emission (ULE) scenario

37Source: TØI report 1518/2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Norwegian government has proclaimed a goal of 100 per cent zero emission new cars in 2025.  
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Stock of passenger cars – ‘disruptive’ 
ultra-low emissions scenario

38Source: TØI report 1518/2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If this target is achieved, the fleet will develop like this. In 2030, 62 % of passenger cars will consume no liquid fuel.   
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Source: Meld. St. 29 (2016-2017) (Perspektivmeldingen 2017) 
39

Dwindling
tax revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Desaster! The Ministry of Finance is concerned. They have put out this warning. Now, the falling revenue from registration tax can be easily remedied. You simply increase the tax rate, especially for electric cars. But for the fuel tax revenue, no such cure will work. Zero times whatever tax rate is zero.  
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Ultra-low emissions path: Fossil fuel use shrinks

41Source: TØI report 1518/2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 2050, only 14 per cent of the road transportation energy will be liquid fuel – if the government’s own targets are reached….
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The great tax paradox
 The purpose of the fuel tax is to internalise the external costs of 

road use, i. e. to make the polluter pay. It is doing  miserable job. 
But it brings in a lot of revenue!
 The one-off registration tax is meant to raise revenue for the 

government. Its performance is fast deteriorating. But it does a 
wonderful job in bringing down GHG emissions! 
 In this process, it undercuts the fuel tax and paves the ground for 

cheaper road use, more traffic, more congestion, …

What is to be done? 
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5. Fata morgana 
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A near-optimal road pricing system  
Motorists are charged everywhere per km driven, at a rate 
depending on time, place and vehicle, close to the marginal 
external cost
higher during rush hour in cities, lower at night, during 

weekends and on rural roads
– rate must be predictable!  
vehicle weight
CO2 emissions per km
NOX emissions per km
particulate matter emissions per km
safety equipment/standard

One tolling station: 
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Thank you for listening!
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